Supplementary rule no.2
Dear participant of the FIZZERS-Karawanken
Karawanken-Classic,
We are looking forward to welcome you at the FIZZERS-Karawanken-Classic 2018..
st
You will find the road book for the voluntary prolog on 31 of May on our homepage now.
st
nd
Only teams who have nominated for the FIZZERS-Karawanken-Classic (KC-C),
C), 31 of May till 2 of
June.2018 are allowed to participate in this prologue.

Road book for the voluntary prolog see:
http://karawankenklassik.carteam ferlach.at/index.php?page=1272934054&f=1&i=1272934054
http://karawankenklassik.carteam-ferlach.at/index.php?page=1272934054&f=1&i=1272934054

The road book for the voluntary prolog has to be printed by yourself!
yourself
Due to the completely over booking of the Parkhotel with other guests, the normal procedure in the parking
area of the hotel as a drivers paddock is not
no guaranteed. Therefore we decided to move to the "Wahliss
Wiese". As a result, the procedure of administrative and technical checks and the start of the road
r
book of
the prologue change slightly:

1.

Time schedule, ROADBOOK

1.1 Administrative and technical checks in the Parkhotel Pörtschach / parking area
1.1.1 Administrative checks
Enter into the drivers paddock / Wahliss-Wiese
Wahliss
>> use your numbered parking place >> walk by foot to the
admin. Checks in the Parkhotel (approx.
pprox. 150 m) >> after administrative checks stick on your starting numbers
and other stickers according to prescriptions >> drive to the technical check in drivers paddock >> leave
paddock or park on your reserved number

1.1.2 Technische checks
In drivers paddock, exit Wahliss-Wiese
Wiese
You receive yellow starting numbers at the administrative checks which have to be placed outside of the front
windscreen
reen in the middle on top of the windscreen.
No start without these yellow numbers!

Parkpl.
Parkhotel

Parkhotel
Admin. checks

Wahliss Wiese
drivers paddock

Routenplaner Wahliss-Wiese https://www.google.at/maps/dir/WahlissWiese//@46.6333755,14.112147,12203m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m9!4m8!1m5!1m1!1s0x4770775b67874a35:0xb35812264
52891c7!2m2!1d14.1472522!2d46.6333219!1m0!3e0
1.2 Roadbook Prolog
Exit Wahliss-Wiese to the left
>> Wahliss-Straße >> Elisabethstraße >> barrier parking area
Parkhotel >> STOP >> Reset to „0“; Continue to Roadbook
We wish you a pleasant journey and look forward to seeing you!

With best regards
1. CARINTHIAN AMATEUR RACING TEAM
and the team of the FIZZERS-Karawanken-Classic, the „cordially Classic“
D.Ing. Figura Gerd
Clerk o the FIZZERS-Karawanken-Classic
Tel.: 0043-664-73243750
Mail: figurag@aon.at

